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The staff of American Custom Safety thanks you for your interest
in high quality safety and promotional products available through our company.

This brochure will provide further information on the following ACS products:

• ANSI/ISEA approved, customized hard hats/caps  
• Groundbreaking supplies
• Personalized fire helmet and hard hat plaques  
• Groundbreaking shovels
• Ceremonial hard hats

Should you have questions, please contact us. 

Available Hard Hat Colors:

Unless otherwise noted, hard hats in this catalog available in the following colors:

Dove Gray Chocolate Brown Black WhiteGull Gray

Kentucky Blue Kelly Green Forest GreenHi-Viz GreenNavy Blue

Hi-Viz OrangeYellow Hi-Viz Yellow OrangeTan

Red Slate BlueSky BluePacific BluePink

Brochure Index
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The Bullard Classic Series hard 
hats and caps continue to set 
the standard for industrial head 
protection.

Comfort
Featuring wider brims than most hard hats, Classic 
caps and hats offer increased protection from rain, 
snow, dust and harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays. The 
six-point suspension, standard in all Classic Series 
products, has 1” (2.54 cm) wide nylon straps, 
offering increased balance and comfort. The full-
profile shell also enhances ventilation. 

Select either the RS6PC self-sizing suspension or 
the RS6RC Flex-Gear® non-slip ratchet suspension. 
Both suspensions feature an exclusive Sportek™ 
cotton removable brow pad for superior absorbency 
and comfort. Vertical adjustment hanger keys on 
the front and rear positions of the headband form 
the basis for a truly customized fit. 

Versatility
With three distinctive models from which to 
choose, each Classic Series hard cap and hat style 
offers unique benefits to the wearer.

Two-Year Warranty 
Demanding quality standards and leading edge 
manufacturing processes allow Bullard to offer 
a two-year limited warranty – the longest in the 
industry.

Decoration 
No other manufacturer offers more decorating 
flexibility and capability than Bullard. Hard hats 
and caps can be decorated with company logos or 
safety slogans in up to six colors in virtually any 
lateral position on the shell.  

Worker visibility can be increased with Scotchlite® 
reflective stripes or small reflective strips in a 
multitude of colors. Bullard offers 22 standard shell 
colors and will match other colors for companies 
requiring specific shades. A higher minimum and 
additional cost will apply. Bullard Classic caps and 
hats meet/exceed ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009, Type I, 
Class E and G requirements.

Models 30P and 30R, our most popular Classic 
cap models, are among the most adaptable 
hard hats available. Accessory slots accept 
faceshields, hearing protection, welding helmets 
or communication devices.

Models 33P and 33R are preferred by wearers 
who desire a full-brim hat. This style offers 
more protection from harmful ultraviolet rays, 
as well as from glare, moisture and dust.

Models 34P or 34R offer wearers added comfort  
with twelve percent more interior space and a 
customized fit in the classic-style workers prefer.

Classic Head Protection Models 30 and 33
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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WaRning
This hard hat provides limited protection by reducing the force of falling objects striking the top of the shell. While it will provide limited protection in 
other parts of the shell, it was not designed to provide front, side, or rear impact protection.

Avoid contact of the hard hat with electrical wires.

Never alter or modify shell or suspension system. Where appropriate, always use Bullard replacement parts.

Inspect your hard hat shell or suspension regularly. Make it a habit to check for cracks, frayed straps and any sign of damage before putting on your 
hard hat each and every time.

If you notice any sign of wear or damage, the shell and/or suspension should be destroyed IMMEDIATELY and replaced. If the hard hat has been struck 
by a forcible blow, it must be destroyed and replaced immediately, even if there is no visible damage.

Bullard products are manufactured to exacting specifications. Any alteration or modification of these products by the user may adversely affect product 
performance. This data sheet is in summary form only for easy reference. Refer to labels, instructions and other literature accompanying the product 
for more complete details regarding use, maintenance, warnings, performance capabilities, complete specifications and precautions.

Failure to observe this warning could result in death or serious injury.

Suspension Choices for Bullard Classic Series

30P  6-pt pinlock classic cap
30R  6-pt ratchet classic cap
33P 6-pt pinlock full brim hat
33R 6-pt ratchet full brim hat
34P 6-pt pinlock, x-large, full brim hat
34R 6-pt ratchet, x-large, full brim hat

RS6PC  6-pt pinlock replacement suspension
RS6RC  6-pt ratchet replacement suspension
RBPCOTTOn  Velcro replacement absorbent cotton brow 

pad for all Bullard suspensions
RBPVinYL  Velcro replacement vinyl brow pad for all 

Bullard suspensions
RBPCOOL  Velcro replacement brow pad, cooling 

material, for all Bullard suspensions

CaTaLOg
numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn

CaTaLOg
numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn

Model 30R Pictured with Flex-Gear® Ratchet 
Suspension 
1.  Vertical Adjustments (two front and two rear)
2. Nylon Crown Straps
3.  Large replaceable, absorbent cotton (RS6RC) brow pad with pillow 

cushions
4. Cushioned Nape
5. Large, easy to turn ratchet knob

Model 33P Pictured with Self-Sizing 
Suspension 
1.  Vertical Adjustments (two front and two rear)
2. Nylon Crown Straps
3.  Large replaceable cotton brow pad (RS6PC) with pillow 

cushions
4. Sizing Buckle
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Ordering Information  Replacement Parts

Classic Head Protection Models 30 and 33
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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The Standard…setting the standard for comfort,  
style and versatility.
The Standard by Bullard takes style and comfort to a new level. A low-
profile shell, along with the Bullard three-rib design and patented 
suspension system, provide maximum comfort with a look workers 
prefer. 

Comfort
The Standard Series of hats is available with two nylon suspension 
options: self-sizing or ratchet. Both suspension styles have large, pillowed, replaceable 
brow pads. Models 61, 62 and 71 come standard with a cotton brow pad. Model 51 comes standard with a 
poly brow pad. 

The Bullard patented Flex-Gear® ratchet suspension is designed with built-in flex points that allow the 
ratchet housing to conform to the back of the worker’s head, ensuring a snug 
and comfortable fit. The nape cushion adds to the comfort and overall fit 
of the suspension.

Easy to adjust vertical height settings, two front and two rear, 
provide a customized fit which will increase wear time and worker 
compliance. All vertical height adjustment settings ensure that 
the hard hat remains centered on the head. 

The Standard is also offered in a vented design (Model 62). The 
vented model offers increased air circulation, resulting in optimal 
worker comfort. 

Style
The low profile shell design of The Standard cap combines a perfect fit with a look that workers prefer. The 
sleek, trim shell profile is the most stylish in the industry.

The Standard Series also includes a full-brim style (71) for additional 
protection from exposure to sun and rain.

Hard hat colors can be used to identify different job functions, trades, 
or departments within an organization. With this in mind, Bullard 
has chosen 20 of the most popular shell colors for its standard color 
offering. Many custom and special colors are also available upon 
request. Contact American Custom Safety for details.

Versatility
The Standard series hard hats come equipped with accessory slots for mounting a 
variety of attachments including faceshields, welding helmets, earmuffs and headsets. 

Brow pads on all Standard Series hard hats are replaceable. Repalcement brow pads can easily be velcroed 
on in place of, or over the original pad. This feature combined with the choice of vinyl, cotton or a special 
cooling material ensures the right comfort level and protection for the wearer.

Meets OSHA and ANSI/ISEA Requirements
Bullard Models 51, 61 and 71 conform to all OSHA and ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009, Type I, Class E & G 
requirements, including impact, penetration and electrical insulation. Bullard 
Model 62 (vented) conforms to all OSHA and ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009, Type 
I, Class C requirements, including impact and penetration. 

Customization
Bullard uses state-of-the-art technology to imprint your company’s 
logo or safety slogan. Whether the design is one color or six, it 
can be reproduced accurately, quickly and inexpensively. Your 
company’s logo can be printed in up to eight locations around 
the hard hat. Reflective or non-reflective stripes can also be applied to increase worker 
visibility. No other manufacturer offers a decoration program that is as easy, fast or reliable. 

Standard Series Models 51, 61, 62 and 71
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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WaRning
This hard hat provides limited protection by reducing the force of falling objects striking the top of the shell. While it will provide limited protection in other parts of the 
shell, it was not designed to provide front, side, or rear impact protection. Avoid contact of the hard hat with electrical wires. Never alter or modify shell or suspension 
system. Where appropriate, always use Bullard replacement parts. Inspect your hard hat shell or suspension regularly. Make it a habit to check for cracks, frayed straps 
and any sign of damage before putting on your hard hat each and every time. If you notice any sign of wear or damage, the shell and/or suspension should be destroyed 
IMMEDIATELY and replaced. If the hard hat has been struck by a forcible blow it must be destroyed and replaced immediately, even if there is no visible damage.

Bullard products are manufactured to exacting specifications. Any alteration or modification of these products by the user may adversely affect product performance. 
This data sheet is in summary form only for easy reference. Refer to labels, instruction and other literature accompanying the product for more complete details regarding 
use, maintenance, warnings, performance capabilities, complete specifications and precautions. Failure to observe this warning could result in death or serious injury.

Model 61R Pictured with Flex-Gear® Ratchet 
Suspension 
1.  Vertical Adjustments (two front and two rear)
2. Nylon Crown Straps
3.  Large replaceable, absorbent cotton (RS4RC) brow pad with pillow cushions
4. Cushioned Nape
5. Large, easy to turn ratchet knob

Model 61P Pictured with Self-Sizing Suspension 
1.  Vertical Adjustments (two front and two rear)
2. Nylon Crown Straps
3.  Large replaceable cotton brow pad (RS4PC) with pillow cushions
4. Sizing Buckle

Suspension Choices for “The Standard” Series Caps

51P   Standard Series cap with rain trough, 4-point self-sizing 
suspension, Poly brow pad

51R   Standard Series cap with rain trough, 4-point Flex-Gear 
ratchet suspension, Poly brow pad

61P   Standard Series cap, low profile, 4-point self-sizing 
suspension, Cotton brow pad

61R   Standard Series cap, low profile, 4-point Flex-Gear ratchet 
suspension, Cotton brow pad

62P   Standard Series cap, Vented, low profile, 4-point self-sizing 
suspension, Cotton brow pad

62R   Standard Series cap, Vented, low profile, 4-point Flex-Gear 
ratchet suspension, Cotton brow pad

71P  Standard Series hat, full-brim style, 4-point self-sizing 
suspension, cotton brow pad

71R  Standard Series hat, full-brim style, Flex-Gear ratchet 
suspension, cotton brow pad

Replacement Parts
RS4PP  Replacement Suspension, 4-point, Pinlock, Poly brow pad for 

51P
RS4PC  Replacement Suspension, 4-point, Pinlock, Cotton brow pad 

for 61P, 62P and 71P
RS4RP  Replacement Suspension, 4-point, Ratchet, Poly brow pad for 

51R
RS4RC  Replacement Suspension, 4-point, Ratchet, Cotton brow pad 

for 61R, 62R and 71R
RBPCOTTOn  Velcro replacement absorbent cotton brow pad for all Bullard 

suspensions
RBPVinYL  Velcro replacement vinyl brow pad for all Bullard suspensions
RBPCOOL  Velcro replacement brow pad, cooling material, for all Bullard 

suspensions

Ordering Information
CaTaLOg numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn CaTaLOg numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn
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Standard Series Models 51, 61, 62 and 71
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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Designed to meet CSA and ANSI/ISEA Type II Standards
The Bullard Vector helmet provides impact protection for the top, 
front, back and side of the head. Vector helmets are lightweight, 
comfortable, affordably priced and designed to accommodate 
numerous accessories. In addition to the advanced features, the 
helmet is easy to customize with company logos, slogans and 
reflective markings.

Protection
Vector helmets use a full inner shock liner to absorb impacts 
from the top, front, back and side. The shock liner is carefully 
engineered to provide advanced protection with minimal 
weight. Combined with its heavy-duty polyethylene shell and 
standard suspension or optional Sure-Lock® ratchet suspension, 
Vector offers advanced protection at a competitive price.  
A two-point chinstrap and heavy-duty polycarbonate faceshield are available as options.

Comfort
Vector helmets offer lateral and top impact protection with only slight weight addition over 
conventional hard hats. Either the standard VT600 suspension or optional VTRT600 Sure-Lock® 
ratchet suspension ensures a secure and comfortable fit for virtually all head sizes and shapes. 
The standard SportekTM brow pad is the most absorbent and comfortable brow pad available.

Decoration
Vector helmets can be decorated with your company’s logo using up to six colors in as many as 
eight different locations. This hard hat is available in the following colors: white, yellow, orange, 
red, blue, green, hi-viz orange, hi-viz green and hi-viz yellow.

Value
Vector helmets offer advanced head protection and comfort 
at an affordable price. The lightweight Vector helmets are 
compliant with ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type II 
and CSA Z94.1-2005. The Sportek brow pad, 
comfortable suspension, built-in goggle strap, 
retaining slots and Bullard’s unsurpassed 
reputation for quality make Vector 
helmets a superior value in 
industrial head protection.

Available in the following 
colors:

white, yellow, hi-viz yellow, 
orange, hi-viz orange, 
Kentucky blue,  
forest green,  
navy blue

Vector Helmet/VT Series
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS

VTR
Vector offers top, front, back 
and side impact protection.
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Warning

No helmet can protect the wearer against all foreseeable impacts. Vector helmets are designed to provide limited protection to the head by reducing the force of falling objects 
striking the top, front, back and sides of the helmet shell. This is accomplished through partial destruction of helmet components upon impact. The Vector C and CRT helmets 
meet ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type II, Class E and G and CSA Z94.1-2005 Class E requirements.
NEVER ALTER OR MODIFY THE HELMET SHELL OR SUSPENSION SYSTEM. ALWAYS USE BULLARD REPLACEMENT PARTS. Inspect your helmet shell, shock liner and suspension regularly. 
Check for cracks, frayed straps and any signs of damage before each use. Replace the helmet immediately if you notice any signs of wear, damage, abuse or environmental 
degradation. If the helmet has sustained a forcible blow (impact), dispose of it immediately, even if damage is not visible. 
HELMET SERVICE LIFE: This helmet does not have an indefinite service life. Conditions found in many work environments, such as exposure to ultraviolet light, temperature 
extremes, chemical exposure, wear and tear from daily use will reduce the protective properties of the helmet over time. Ask your employer about helmet replacement policy. 
As a general guideline, Bullard recommends replacing helmets within five years of initial use.
THIS HELMET IS NOT FOR MOTOR VEHICLE USE OR FIRE FIGHTING.
Bullard products are manufactured to exacting specifications. Any alteration or modification of these products by the user may adversely affect product performance. This 
brochure is in summary form only for easy reference. Refer to labels, instructions, or other literature accompanying the product for more complete details regarding product use, 
maintenance, warnings, performance capabilities, complete specifications, instructions and precautions. Failure to observe this warning could result in death or serious injury.

Helmets
VTP Helmet with standard suspension
VTR Helmet with ratchet suspension

Colors:   Vector is available in White, Yellow, Red, Blue, Green, 
Orange, Hi-Viz Orange, Hi-Viz Yellow and Hi-Viz Green

Replacement Parts
VTRT600 4-point Sure-Lock ratchet suspension
VT600 4-point standard suspension
VTS Shock liner replacement
TT3 Sportek replacement brow pad

Accessories
300B  Front mounting dielectric faceshield bracket
A110 Dielectric quick-release chinstrap w/mounting hardware
840P 8” x 15” x .040” clear heat-formed polycarbonate visor
840m 8” x 15” x .040” clear acetate visor

Additional replacement parts, accessories and decorations are available. 

Vector Ordering Information
CaTaLOg   
numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn 

Vector-C with 
Standard, Self-Sizing 
Suspension

3
4

2
1

Vector meets/exceeds all requirements of ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 
Type II, Class E & G and CSA Z94.1-2005 (Class E).

Vector-CRT with 
Ratchet Suspension

1
2

3
4

1.  Outer Shell of Polyethylene – 
comfortable lightweight design for 
maximum comfort.

2.  expanded Polystyrene Foam Core 
– reduces the possibility of serious 
head injury by helping to absorb the 
forces of impact.

3.  Four-point Suspension System – 
straps are angled to fit the head for 
superior comfort.

4.  Ventilation Channels – help keep 
wearer cooler and more comfortable.

5.  Sizing mechanism – choose from 
either the ratchet Sure-Lock® or 
standard self-sizing suspension.

 
CaTaLOg   
numBeR DeSCRiPTiOn 

Suspension Choices

5 5

Vector Helmet/VT Series
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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Item #2010 Adhesive backed. imprint area 1” x 1”. Holds almost any size pen or 
pencil, including a carpenter pencil.

Hard Hat Pencil Holder 
Camera-ready art required

FOB MN
Class 4R
Production 14 days

Product Colors:

Red 032C, Blue 285C, Navy 281C, 
Green 348C, Turquoise 322C, Burgundy 
209C, White, Black, Yellow and Pink

Standard Imprint Colors

Red 032C, Blue 285C, Navy 281C, 
Green 348C, Turquoise 322C, Burgundy 
209C, Butterscotch 141C, White, 
Black, Reflex Blue, Purple, Athletic 
Gold 123C, Metallic Gold and Metallic 
Silver.

Hard Hat Pencil Holder
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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Imprint Area
1”x1”

Shown as Actual Size 

1.375”

1.25”
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Groundbreaking ceremonies celebrate new 
beginnings, but usually also represent 
months or years of work by a person 
or committee to bring about the new 
construction. What better way to honor those 
who worked for the cause than by presenting 
them with a customized, groundbreaking 
shovel.

 American Custom Safety offers two models, 
chrome or gold tone, full size 40” shovels 
that can be personalized with the company 
name, date or an individual’s name on an 
engraved plate attached to the wooden 
handle. 

CUSTOM
IZED ENGRAVED PLATE

ATTACHED HERE

Ceremonial Shovel
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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Actual Plate Size: 1.5” x 4” 
Engraving Parameters: 

•	 4-5 lines 
•	 25 characters per line
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This unique presentation piece is a 
memorable reward for years of dedicated 
service. It can also be used to commemorate 
a groundbreaking event or to thank sponsors 
for their participation on a special building 
project. Each 16” x 20” plaque includes a 
hard hat, fire helmet shell, or leather front 
and a personalized engraved plate. Hard 
hat and fire helmet plaque has 6-7 lines of 
text with approximately 30 characters each 
available. Leather front plaque has 2 lines 
of text with approximately 30 characters 
each available.

Actual Size is 16” x 20”

Ceremonial Plaque
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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©2012 Bullard. All rights reserved, including the right of reproduction, in 
whole or in part, in any form.

Flex-Gear, Sure-Lock, Hard Boiled are registered trademarks of Bullard.

Scotchlite is a registered trademark of 3M Company.

american Custom Safety
www.35494.asisupplier.com

Looks like the real thing in miniature size!

These construction related miniature 
items are offered in seven standard 
colors. Choose from Orange, White, 
Kentucky Blue, Red, Yellow, Dove Gray 
and Green. Minimum quantity of 250 
pieces required.

The minicaps have a loop molded in the 
back making this item easy to attach 
to a key chain. Minicaps can easily be 
attached to a string card or used to 
make a construction themed item.

Actual Size of Each Minicap is 1” x 1.5” 
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Hard Hat Mini Caps
ASI #35494 • PPAI #157367 • UPIC: HARDHATS
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